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is the Founder and President of The

People Skills Group, a professional

development consulting firm 

dedicated to helping people grow,

develop and perform more effec-

tively, and with more happiness,

through enhancing self-awareness.

The People Skills Group 
approach to training and development with 
the MBTI® and Psychological Type is to work
with our clients in partnership to scope out 
individual, team and leadership plans that 
are customized for their unique situations. 

As we work with our clients to articulate and
reach their goals, we move in directions that
unfold based on the distinctive personalities
and unique issues that present themselves. 
We don’t provide “canned” MBTI® training or
one-on-one development sessions; our programs
are customized, interactive and experiential, and
address the real issues that you and your teams
may be facing.

Most importantly, we are skilled at translating
complex Type concepts into relatable terms.
We use visual imagery, illuminating metaphors
and proprietary tools (such as our Eight 
Jungian Function Image Metaphor Cards™) 
to help our clients quickly grasp and implement
Jung’s theory of Psychological Type. In this
way, our programs are insightful, as well 
as useful.

Professional 
Development
through 

Type
Development 

Do you know your professional strengths and
where you seem to be falling short? 
Are you realistic about how you are perceived by your team, 
colleagues or direct reports? How does your style influence 
the culture of your team or organization?

According to the theory of Psychological Type, we acquire 
certain personality characteristics and habitual behaviors 
based on the repeated use of our most comfortable Mental
Functions. The Mental Functions that are easy for us to use 
are generally correlated with our strengths, and those which 
are harder to use with our development needs.  

Myers captured how each of the 16 Types theoretically uses 
and develops the Mental Functions in her hierarchy of Functions.
By mid-life, if we have been supported, we will have developed 
our most favored Mental Functions, but many of us can get
caught in the trap of over-reliance on those Functions with
which we are most comfortable, creating an imbalance in 
how we use our Type.

In our work with individuals, managers and leaders, we engage
Type Development to assist the path for professional development.
We facilitate the creation of Individual Development Plans by
looking at Type through Myers’ hierarchy of Functions. We help
people pinpoint where they may be on their development path,
and where they want to go, based on what makes sense for
them in their current situation. 

Using the Type Development model to guide professional 
development, we have a built-in starting point for a development
conversation; one that maps to an individual's natural strengths
and weaknesses, while at the same time taking into account the
unique way in which an individual's Type and expression of that
Type, has been shaped by, and impacts, the environment.

Our team of trainers and consultants are
MBTI® Master Practitioners and subject matter
experts in the theory of Psychological Type,
the dynamic theory behind the MBTI® Assess-
ment. Psychological Type is the underpinning
of all of our Team and Leadership programs.
We bring depth and breadth to the theory of
Psychological Type by applying it to address
real-world people issues for positive change.

will bring you deeper 
insight, wider application,
greater impact and 
more possibilities to 
obtain results that make 
a difference with your
teams, your leaders 
and the bottom line.

with The People 
Skills Group

MBTI®
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Advanced
Training 

We deliver our How to Series for Type 
Practitioners in three different ways:

1. Partner with you in a consulting relationship 
to help you craft and deliver your workshops 

2. Provide on-site training for the MBTI® Certified 
practitioners in your Learning and Development 
Organization

3. Hold public training programs for Type 
Practitioners in the Philadelphia and 
surrounding areas

Our offerings include How To… 
•  Introduce Type to a Group or Team as a Dynamic 

Energy System

•  Leverage the Dynamic Nature of Type to Facilitate 
High Performing Teams

•  Leverage the Dynamic Nature of Type to Help Leaders 
Create Balance

•  Use Type Dynamics and Development to Coach Teams

•  Use Type Dynamics and Development to Coach Leaders

•  Use Type as the Corner Stone for Patrick Lencioni's 5 
Dysfunctions of a Team

•  Introduce and Apply the MBTI® Step II™ with Teams 
and Leaders  

Contact us for a consultation on the programs
that may be a fit for Certified Practitioners in
your Learning and Development Organization!  

Are you a newly certified practitioner
struggling to implement what you 
learned in your certification training? 

Perhaps you were certified years ago and haven't
used the MBTI® assessment in a while? Maybe you
are looking for a refresher course, or some help 
with putting Type to work in your organization?

As MBTI® Master Practitioners, we have spent years
delivering Type workshops and know first-hand the
challenges of putting together programs that make
an impact. It is not as easy as it seems. At The People
Skills Group, we can help you deliver Type workshops
that tap the depth behind the Type Code, but in a
way that is not too complex!   

To help you deliver training programs with lasting
impact, we created our How To Series for Type 
Practitioners.

The cornerstone of our series is our innovative Eight
Jungian Function Image Metaphor Cards™ line of
products, designed to enable you to help your clients
quickly and efficiently identify and start working 
with their Dominant and Auxiliary Functions. Using
the Image Metaphor Cards™, you can help your
clients apply Myers' Type Hierarchy and Jung's 
theory of typology from the initial Introductory 
session and beyond.

for MBTI® Practitioners

MBTI®
Workshops

1. Type is fluid – it is about our psychic (or mental) 
energy and maintaining balance

2. The Dominant Function of each Type defines the 
direction of that Type’s personality

3. Practical application from the start is essential

We believe that lack of application from the start is
the primary reason the assessment fails to make a 
difference in many teams and organizations. At The
People Skills Group, we understand that the MBTI® 
Assessment is a tool that serves to open up bigger 
issues that plague teams and leaders, so we customize
our MBTI® Introductory session to address the larger
issues your team may be facing. 

We also believe that understanding your Type 
should not stop after the introductory session. We
offer advanced application workshops building from
the knowledge you gain in an introductory session 
to help your teams and leaders:

• Understand, appreciate and honor differences

• Communicate more effectively 

• Work more productively together

• Resolve interpersonal conflict

• Navigate workplace change

• Make better decisions

• Handle workplace stress

• Manage more successful projects

Have you “done the MBTI®” before 
but failed to gain anything of 
substance from the experience? 
Have you forgotten your Type or what it means, or 
how you can use Type to make a difference in your 
organization? 

Unfortunately, we hear these stories all too often. 
We think ineffective workshops are the product of 
the MBTI®’s popularity; the assessment is the victim 
of its own success. Type has been underused by being
delivered too simplistically and without depth – most 
introductory sessions do not focus on the richness 
that the theory behind the Indicator has to offer. 

At the People Skills Group, it is our mission to make 
Jungian Psychological Type relevant and memorable 
in an age of superficial interpretations and imposter 
assessments. We follow three well-known but often 
ignored fundamental principles when we teach Type, 
to balance the downside of its popularity and increase 
its effectiveness:
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